IP-related Books, Journals, Magazines

I am compiling a list of IP related journals/books/magazines, that is, IP-related information from a search/patent professional perspective. Older information is already available on the PIUG wiki on the Patent Information Bibliography, Articles, Books, and Other Bibliography pages. Please add references directly on this page or on those older pages from which I may compile this list. Any information on IP-related websites (including free search databases, also covered on the Patent Databases wiki page) would also be welcome.

Thanks
-Nar

Books

Information Sources in Patents (Guides to Information Sources) by Stephen R. Adams (Hardcover - Aug. 15, 2005)


Nolo's Patents for Beginners by David Pressman and Richard Stim (Paperback - June 22, 2009)


Patents, Copyrights & Trademarks For Dummies by Henri J. A. Charmasson and John Buchaca (Paperback - Aug. 11, 2008)


Patent Pending in 24 Hours by Richard Stim and David Pressman (Paperback - Dec. 7, 2009)


Edison in the Boardroom: How Leading Companies Realize Value from Their Intellectual Assets by Julie L. Davis and Suzanne S. Harrison

Rembrandts in the Attic: Unlocking the Hidden Value of patents by Kevin G. Rivette and David Kline

The Invisible Edge: Taking Your Strategy to the Next Level Using Intellectual Property by Mark Blaxill and Ralph Eckardt


From a Publisher abstract "...The purpose of this guide is to provide a starting point for health authorities, procurement bodies and others to identify whether patents relating to a pharmaceutical product exist in the country of interest.."

From author's introduction: "...Primarily written for beginners the guide may also be useful for those who want to build on their basic understanding of the subject. ...Examples are provided on how to search for pharmaceutical product patents listed on the US FDA Orange Book and the Health Canada Patent Register. Using this information, the guide demonstrates how to trace the corresponding patents in other countries (...Although by no means exhaustive, the guide attempts to provide as much information as possible on how to navigate currently available patent office databases and patent office journals.)[India & Pakistan (in details), also Colombia, Cuba, Egypt, Pakistan, Phillipines, Thailand, etc.- abj]
IAM Magazine - Intellectual Asset Management Magazine, published 6 times a year

World Patent Information - The International Journal for Industrial Property Documentation, Information, Classification and Statistics

Managing Intellectual Property - A global magazine for Intellectual property owners

IP Today - Intellectual Property Today, published once a month

IP Frontline - The magazine features patent intellectual property technology news and best practices.

Patent Information Today (in Russian) (Formerly - Patentaya Informatsia Segodnya). Published by this title from 2000 by OSC INIC "Patent" (formerly - The Central Research Institute for Patent Information, etc.) (Moscow, Russia).

Table of Contents (also in English) are posted at the unofficial magazine website: forthcoming issue, published issues (maintained at the homepage of the Deputy Editor and a veteran of Russian patent information industry Leonid G. Kravets)